For Immediate Release
PassTime Announces New Tamper Detection Feature: PT SOS
LITTLETON, CO – July 15, 2013 - PassTime, an industry leader in GPS tracking and Automated Collection
Technology products, announced today that it has added a SOS feature to its Elite and PassTime GPS product
platforms as part of the device’s tamper detection system.
PT SOS feature is a powerful, new tamper detection which will send notification and location information in the
event that the device is removed from a vehicle; and it does it without the need for a battery.
One issue that has always concerned the industry is device tampering. Backup batteries emerged as a solution,
but have been found to be unreliable and often unable to withstanding temperature and environmental factors
over the life of the device. PassTime, through an innovative technology has achieved the ability to offer its PT
SOS tamper detection feature without the need for a battery.
“It is an amazing new feature we are proud to offer our customers,” said Chris Macheca, PassTime’s executive
vice president of operations. “Tamper notification without the use of a battery has never been done in the
industry and we are excited to add it to our comprehensive tamper detection system.”
The PT SOS feature comes as the newest addition to PassTime’s tamper detection systems. The SOS notification
informs customers when a device has been removed from a vehicle or power removed from the vehicle’s
battery. Other tamper detection notifications include Starter Tamper which can help identify if the starter wire
or starter interrupt functionality of the device has been bypassed or removed. Additionally, Time Tamper
features indicate if the timing is out of sync between the device and the GPS satellite, indicating possible device
or battery tampering.
The PT SOS and tamper detection system, combined with PassTime’s patented Geo-Fence technology, 24/7 live
customer care, innovative Tow-Detection features and high-quality products are a few of the reasons that the
company has been an industry leader and in business for more than twenty years.
New Elite and PassTime GPS devices are currently shipping with the PT SOS feature included for no additional
charge.
About PassTime
Headquartered in Littleton, Colorado, PassTime was founded in 1992; the PassTime Suite of Products is designed
to improve customer payment performance and reduce default and repossession risks. In 1997, PassTime
created its first Automated Collections Technology product. Over the next several years, a Suite of Products
evolved that offer GPS tracking, wireless, and Automated Collections products and services designed to meet
the needs of a highly diverse industry of car dealers and special finance companies. PassTime solutions facilitate
higher rates of return on financing based upon improved customer payment performance. PassTime prides
itself on a 24/7 Customer Care Support Center for partners, lenders, dealerships, and end-user customers. Over
the past decade, PassTime has sustained industry leadership with its innovative products and services.
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